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Classifieds are OUT.
    It's time to LINK IN!

Finding the job of your dreams the old way just doesn't happen anymore. If you want great pay,    great benefits, and great satisfaction in your career, you must begin social networking.

How to Find a Job on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and Other Social Networks helps you take    full advantage of the bounty of opportunities to be found on the most popular sites. Online job-search    experts Brad and Debra Schepp take you step-by-step through the process of joining    networks, creating effective online profiles, and successfully . . .

	Marketing    yourself    
	Building a    network of business    contacts     
	Connecting with    employers    
	Getting    recommendations    
	Finding new    leads


Mailing a sum and hoping for the best simply puts your fate in the hands of others. To stay in    the running, you have to take control by keeping your information fresh and current in real time.    Online social networking is the only way to go, and this forward-looking guide is the best way to    get there.
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Software Project Management For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Congratulations — you're now in charge of managing software projects! Before you reach for the antacid, reach for this book. It's packed with advice to help you identify the project's purpose, build a team, handle qualitative analysis, estimate resources, communicate with everybody, manage the project from start to finish, and deliver just...
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MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPFPackt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,...
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The Divine Ideas Tradition in Christian Mystical TheologyOxford University Press, 2021

	By the time of early modernity, a widely deployed tenet of Christian thought had begun to vanish. The divine ideas tradition, the teaching that all beings have an eternal existence as aspects of God's mind, had functioned across a wide range of central Christian doctrines, providing Christian

	thinkers and mystical teachers with...
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Autonomic Network Management Principles: From Concepts to ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2010

	The development of network technologies and networked services has been
	tremendous the last decade and is expected to be more intensive in the near
	future with the technological progress in the field of radio communications,
	data communication, protocols, software engineering, applications and so on.
	In this plethora of technologies,...
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Introduction to Software Process Improvement (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The objective of this book is to give an introduction to the software process improvement

	field to computer science students. The well-known Capability Maturity Model Integration

	(CMMI1) is used as the vehicle for software process improvement as it has become the

	de facto standard2 for implementing best practice in software...
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Handbook of Networks in Power Systems II (Energy Systems)Springer, 2012

	Energy has been an inevitable component of human lives for decades. Recent rapid developments in the area require analyzing energy systems not as independent components but rather as connected interdependent networks. The Handbook of Networks in Power Systems includes the state-of-the-art developments that occurred in the power systems...
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